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Autism spectrum disorder is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by 
social interactions and communication skills impairments that include intellectual 
disabilities, communication delays and self-injurious behaviors; often are 
present systemic comorbidities such as gastrointestinal disorders, obesity and 
cardiovascular disease. Moreover, in recent years has emerged a link between 
alterations in the intestinal microbiota and neurobehavioral symptoms in 
children with autism spectrum disorder. Recently, physical activity and exercise 
interventions are known to be  beneficial for improving communication and 
social interaction and the composition of microbiota. In our review we intend to 
highlight how different types of sports can help to improve communication and 
social behaviors in children with autism and also show positive effects on gut 
microbiota composition.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is represented by a range of heterogeneous 
neurodevelopmental conditions characterized by impairments in social interactions and 
communication skills and the presence of repetitive and stereotypical behaviors and interests 
(1). In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) ASD includes classic 
autism, Asperger’s syndrome, Rett’s disorder, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder, and Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) (2). In recent years, the use of 
Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization (a-CGH) and whole exome/genome sequencing 
(WES/WGS) have enabled the molecular characterization of patients with ASD by identifying 
of copy number variations (CNVs) or single nucleotide variants (SNVs) in genes with a crucial 
role in the development of the central nervous system (CNS) (3–9). Autistic children exhibit 
impairments in social interaction, such as low eye contact, relational problems, and delays in 
verbal and nonverbal communication. Stereotypical behaviors and interests in children with 
ASD may include adherence to inflexible routines and motor stereotypies, such as hand flapping 
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or body rocking (10). In addition, they can present cognitive and 
behavioral disorders that include attention difficulties, intellectual 
disability, anxiety, depression, aggression, and self-injurious behaviors 
(2). As for sensory disorders, autistic children can have difficulty in 
modulating tactile, auditory, visual, and vestibular inputs, with hypo-
reactivity or hyper-reactivity to stimuli, and show comorbid systemic 
conditions such as gastrointestinal problems, food sensitivity, obesity, 
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease (10) (Figure  1). The Early 
Intensive Behavioral Intervention (EIBI) is a therapy that promotes 
learning, skill development, and behavior change through small steps 
that are easier to learn. In particular, in recent years, the possible role 
of the intestinal microbiota has emerged as a co-factor in the 
development of ASD, as a correct two-way communication between 
the intestine and the brain allows to regulate development and 
functions of the central nervous system. Indeed, several studies have 
demonstrated a connection between changes in the composition of 
the gut microbiota and the gastrointestinal and neurobehavioral 
symptoms found in autistic children (11). Moreover, in these subjects 
has been observed greater motor abnormalities, less coordination and 
postural impairments in static and dynamic balance. Thus, behavioral 
interventions are important in early ASD management to help 
individuals with autism to improve their quality of life in later years 
(1). The Early Intensive Behavioural Intervention (EIBI) is a therapy 
that promotes learning, skill development and behavior change 
through small steps that are easier to learn. In particular, in recent 
years, physical activity and exercise interventions are known to 
be  beneficial for decreasing repetitive behaviors, improving 

communication and social interaction, reducing motor trouble and 
improving in working memory and meta-cognition (12, 13). The aim 
of this review was to show and analyze how different types of sports 
can help to correct stereotypical behaviors, improve motor skills, and 
overcome the difficulties of communication and social interaction in 
children with ASD. In particular, sport can act on sensory dysfunction 
situations, since the body can constantly receive different external 
stimuli through exercise. In fact, the eyes, ears, skin and nose are fully 
utilized during the exercise (14). Rich flows of sensory information in 
the brain activate the nervous system, promote the development of 
different areas of the nervous system, improve the sensory interaction 
capacity of the brain, improve motor skills, show positive effects on 
gut microbiota composition, and could help to enhance the quality of 
life for autistic patients with different sports such as swimming, 
minibasket, horse riding and karate (14).

Obesity and related commorbidity in 
autistic children

Children with ASD are often exposed at an increased risk of 
developing overweight or obesity (15). Since 2019, it has been estimated 
that over 150 million children in the world are obese and that this will 
increase to 206 million by 2025 (16, 17). A meta-analysis by Sammels 
et al. revealed that the prevalence of obesity among children with ASD 
was 17%, and the children with ASD had a 58% greater risk of developing 
obesity compared with neurotypical children (18).

FIGURE 1

Schematic representation of main features in children with ASD. Children ASD-affected show several neurological and motor impairments such as 
intellectual disabilities, repetitive behaviors, communication impairments, and motor deficit. Furthermore, the main comorbidities are gastrointestinal 
disorders, food sensitivities, obesity, and cardiovascular diseases.
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Knowledges on the relationship between obesity and autism are 
still uncertain. Although many of the risk factors for children with 
autism are likely the same as for the general pediatric population, 
there are unique factors implicated in the development of obesity in 
children with autism such as atypical eating patterns, physical 
inactivity, sleep disorders, psychopharmacological treatment, and 
genetics. In particular, the diet of autistic children is characterized by 
a preference for energy-dense foods, sugary drinks and snacks, with a 
rather limited consumption of vegetables (19). Moreover, children 
with ASD spend a lot of time in sedentary activities, such as watching 
TV, playing video games, and using social media (20).

The use of medications, as part of a treatment aimed at improving 
the management of problematic behavioral aspects of autism, can have 
undesirable effects. In recent years, typical and atypical antipsychotics 
are widely used in children with autism as an adjunct to 
antidepressants. Atypical antipsychotics, such as aripiprazole, 
clozapine, olanzapine, provide significant benefit in reducing the 
frequency of extrapyramidal symptoms. However, these second-
generation antipsychotics (SGAs) are involved in weight gain (21). It 
has been seen that the use of SGAs in children is responsible for an 
increased risk of developing obesity and lipid abnormalities; these 
results are very significant since SGAs represent a first-line treatment 
in children with irritability associated with ASD (22).

Some children with ASD may also have a genetic predisposition 
to obesity: some microdeletions, such as 11p14.1 or 16p11.2, have 
been identified as responsible for this increased vulnerability (23, 24).

Autism has been observed to be associated with an increased risk 
of obesity-related conditions, such as type 1 and 2 diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, and metabolic liver disease. Diabetes 
mellitus (DM) is a chronic disease characterized by hyperglycemia 
and disorders of carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism. There are 
three main forms of DM: Type 1 (T1DM), Type 2 (T1DM) and 
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). T1DM is an autoimmune 
pathology, dependent on an alteration of the immune system, which 
involves the destruction of insulin-producing beta cells; T2DM occurs 
as a result of insulin resistance with an alteration in the amount or 
function of insulin; finally, gestational diabetes is a metabolic disorder 
that occurs during pregnancy. Some researchers have hypothesized a 
possible link between autism and diabetes, although the underlying 
mechanisms are not yet fully understood. Several conditions such as 
Turner and Down syndromes appear to be responsible for a higher 
risk of T2DM in autistic individuals (25, 26), as well as the use of 
psychotropic drugs that lead to weight gain (20). Another possible 
mechanism is the elevated secretion of cytokines such as IL-1 and 
IL-6 in autistic subjects compared to healthy controls (27, 28), as in 
those with T1DM (29) and T2DM (30). Increased cytokine secretion 
and impaired immune function could contribute to pancreatic beta-
cell destruction, resulting in the clinical expression of hyperglycemia. 
Regarding to GDM, possible factors connecting intrauterine 
hyperglycemia and the risk of autism in the unborn child may include 
oxidative stress (31), hypoxia (32), chronic inflammation (33), and 
epigenetics (34). In addition, diabetes mellitus gestational age is often 
accompanied by maternal obesity, which was associated with positive 
autism screening results in very preterm infants in a recent study (35).

Several studies have highlighted an altered cholesterol metabolism 
in patients with ASD (36, 37). At the brain level, cholesterol plays a 
fundamental role. It is in fact involved in numerous processes, such as 
neuronal development and function, synaptogenesis and myelination, 

formation of axons and dendrites. Furthermore, it is an important 
component of the membranes of neurons and is mainly located on the 
synaptic vesicles. Since plasma lipoproteins are unable to cross the 
blood brain barrier (BBB), cholesterol must be synthesized in the 
brain. Cholesterol is also responsible for the correct function of 
neurotransmitter, and an its impaired metabolism could cause brain 
dysfunction (38). On this basis, hypotheses concerning a possible 
relationship between autism and alterations of cholesterol metabolism 
have been advanced. A study conducted by Benachenhou et  al. 
investigated changes in the lipid profile in a French-Canadian 
population with autism compared with a population of healthy 
individuals (36). The results showed that the autistic population has 
higher risk of developing hypocholesterolemia than healthy subjects 
and low total cholesterol levels have been associated with the 
development of symptoms of anxiety and depression.

Physical activity and improvement of 
quality of life: swimming, karate, 
minibasket, and horse riding

Sedentary lifestyle is typical for individual with intellectual 
disabilities. Individuals affected by autism are physically inactive both 
due to lack of motivation or interest in physical activity, and because 
participation requires motor and social skills that sometimes in autism 
syndrome lack. In the last decade, numerous studies have focused 
their attention on the effect of physical activity in individuals with 
autism, showing that specific physical activity induces improvements 
in behavior, health and motor skills (39, 40). Regular physical activity 
is a way to promote brain function and has many positive health 
effects. Exercise specifically made a significant difference in the 
symptomatology of ASD individuals and different physical activities 
can affect different biological mechanisms. However, it is still unclear 
exactly what neuronal processes contribute to the therapeutic effects 
of exercise (41). Some beneficial physical activities are described 
below (Figure 2).

Swimming

Physical activity allows you  to lead a healthy lifestyle, in fact, 
several studies have shown positive effects on motor skills and positive 
behavioral aspects in autistic children even with swimming. 
Swimming activities revealed to be efficacious to train psychomotor 
skills and increase adaptive behaviors in children with ASD (42). 
Several studies investigate the change in motor and behavioral aspects 
before and after a swimming program for autistic children (43–46). In 
particular, Battaglia et al. examine the efficacy of aquatic therapy on 
gross motor and social skills in three adolescents with ASD. The study 
showed that the aquatic training program was effective to enhance 
object control and locomotors skills in the analyzed subjects (43). This 
has also been proved by other studies that showed how exercises in 
water were effective to develop physical fitness and aquatic orientation 
and improve several aspects of gross motor proficiency, such as 
conditional (aerobic capacity, muscle strength, and speed) and 
coordination skills, in individuals with typical and atypical 
development (45, 47). As regards the behavioral and social skills, 
different studies showed that children with ASD had an increased eye 
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contact, engaging in appropriate conversation with peers and 
instructors and following class rules and class routines (43, 47). 
Moreover, in Chien-Yu Pan’s study was reported a significant 
improvement in self-esteem, social interactions and motor skills was 
reported in children after 10 weeks of aquatic activities. It also 
highlighted a greater capacity for achievement and self-esteem of 
children with ASD (44). In fact, hydrotherapy represents a potential 
practice that would improve the relational, emotional and social 
integration aspects in individuals affected by ASD (48). In fact, during 
swimming, all muscles in the body are activated, afferent nerve stimuli 
to the CNS come from the proprioceptors of muscle fibers, and after 
processing, the CNS directs the impulses through the efferent fibers 
to the muscles. Therefore, swimming induces complex adaptations of 
the nervous system and promotes the transmission of neural impulses 
(49). However, there are no data in the literature explaining the 
biological mechanisms whose changes lead to improvements after a 
swimming program in children with ASD. However, a study 
conducted by Xu et al. on Shank3 knockout mice that had deficits in 
social memory, spatial memory, and object recognition showed that a 
swimming program improves learning and memory, hippocampal 
neural development, and plasticity in Shank3 knockout mice (50). In 
particular, several studies have reported that swimming improves 
spatial learning and memory in rats, this effect could be related to the 
action of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) on brain plasticity 
(51, 52). In light of these studies, further research is needed to better 
understand the biological mechanisms that regulate the effect of 
swimming on children with ASD.

Karate

Exercise not only improves physical condition but also reduces 
maladaptive behavioral patterns of people with ASD (53). In a study 
conducted by Bahrami, a karate-based training program was observed 
to significantly reduce communication difficulties in autistic children. 
Specifically, participants were (N = 30; 26 male) students aged 5–16 
who had a previous diagnosis of ASD. These subjects were randomly 
divided into two groups: 15 ASD subjects who were assigned an 
exercise program and 15 ASD control subjects without an exercise 
program (54). Participants in the exercise condition were shown a 
sequence of rapid movements typical of martial arts in which athletes 
move in different directions in space to counter invisible opponents, 
to be reproduced in 56 sessions spread over 14 weeks. The results 
showed an improvement of the relational aspects in the autistic 
subjects involved in the karate sessions (54). Considering important 
new findings from psychology and neuroscience, it was proposed a 
neurobiological mechanism for these benefits. Several studies show 
that karate techniques develop postural motor functions, spatial 
orientations, and impact vestibular signaling patterns that challenge 
the hippocampus and enhance neurogenesis through the secretion of 
neurotrophins such as BDNF (54–56). One of the well-documented 
mechanisms includes increases in brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF) levels. BDNF plays a pivotal role in neurological function, 
neurogenesis, survival regulation and neuronal differentiation, such 
as axonal pathways regulation, dendritic density, and synaptic 
plasticity. Additionally, the increase of BDNF was related to the 

FIGURE 2

Physical activity ameliorates communication and social behaviors. Swimming, karate, minibasket, and horse riding in children with ASD stimulate 
different areas of the brain acting on cognitive, behavioral, and motor skills.
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improvements in memory and learning ability (57) and it was 
considered a key factor in a variety of neurodevelopmental disorders 
and neurodegenerative diseases. In the rat, brain BDNF promotes 
survival and sprouting of serotonergic axons and axonal growth of 
damaged serotonergic neurons. In vitro and in vivo studies support a 
regulatory role of BDNF in the survival and maturation of serotonergic 
neurons. BDNF has also been shown to modulate serotonergic 
neurotransmission in vitro, promote survival and differentiation of 
some cholinergic and dopaminergic neurons in vitro, and BDNF 
administration increases serotonin synthesis and/or turnover in vivo 
(55). The relation between BDNF alteration and neurological disorders 
suggest that BDNF could be  consider a valid biomarker and 
therapeutic factor (58). Furthermore, serum BDNF levels was 
correlated with the severity of symptoms for young people with 
ASD. Several studies suggest BDNF as a mediator of the relationship 
between exercise and associated cognitive benefits, indeed, BDNF is 
upregulated up to 7 days after exercise (59) and the inhibition of 
BDNF receptors showed the reduction of the cognitive benefits 
associated with physical exercise (60). It has been reported that the 
karate practice induces the increase of the BDNF leading the 
amelioration of neuronal plasticity and recovering of the child’s 
neurological abilities (54).

Minibasket

In autistic children, in the interpersonal relationships area, there 
may be attitudes of extreme isolation, closure and indifference in the 
face of human interactions and relationships with others. Among 
physical exercise programs, minibasket has a significant effect on 
improving integration and social communication (61). Minibasket, 
designed for children under 12, parallel to the physical and mental 
development of children and the development of executive functions, 
has the intrinsic characteristics of basketball, a sport that unites, 
relates, creates opportunities contact and stimulates new 
knowledge (61).

A study by Yang et  al. showed how 12 weeks of minibasket, 
conducted on 30 autistic preschool children, significantly enhanced 
cognitive function, interpersonal skills and neural mechanism. 
Therefore, the improvement in the cognitive and social skills of 
preschool children with ASD could be attributed to the repetition in 
the movements of the teachers during the training sessions, which 
promote the social skills of the children while learning motor skills in 
minibasket (61). Indeed, the imitation process could improve the 
relational skills and social integration of these individuals (62). In 
minibasket, children must learn new movements and coordinate in 
team play, which requires a high level of control and cognition. As 
reported in literature the exercise can induce plasticity changes 
increasing functional connectivity of the executive control network 
between the right cerebellum and the left inferior frontal gyrus. These 
features were found in preschool children with ASD after 12 weeks of 
minibasket training program. Further studies have shown that the 
cerebellum is a key brain region involved in motor function such as 
coordination and balance (63, 64). In addition, it has been 
demonstrated, the amelioration of functions including memory, social 
interactions, and repetitive behavior after a 12 weeks in autistic 
children. These improvements probably are due to changes in BDNF 
leves in serum or plasma (65–67). More research is needed to study 

and clarify the neurobiological mechanisms that occurs in 
amelioration of physic and behavioral in children ASD affected.

Horse riding

An interesting role for the develop of properly social interaction 
in autistic children, involved the therapy with animals and especially 
horses (68). Therapeutic riding was used to improve posture, balance, 
and mobility during the development, as well as establishing intimate 
interaction between subject and horse (69). In recent years, the 
interesting in equine therapy has grown, indeed, several studies have 
shown an improvement in social motivation and sensory sensitivity, 
as well as decreased inattention and distractibility (70). The study by 
Anderson et al. evaluates the effects of a 5 weeks equestrian therapy 
program on the social functioning of children or adolescents (N = 15) 
with ASD (71). The results confirmed that the riding increased 
empathy and reduced maladaptive behaviors, while specific adaptive 
behaviors such as socialization and communication were not affected 
by the intervention. In summary, the equine therapy does not change 
the entire behavior of the child but it can improve specific aspects of 
social function and reduce the maladaptive traits of ASD (72). Despite 
horse-riding does not change a child’s behavior, it can improve specific 
social function reducing the dysfunctional ASD traits, such as 
irritability and stereotyped behaviors (72). Although the mechanism 
is not completely clear, in some studies, it has been reported that the 
alteration of serotonin, dopamine, and GABA levels correlate with 
worsening of stereotypic behaviors (73). Therefore, rhythmic horse 
movements and prolonged contact with nature stimulates vestibular 
system that, in turn ameliorate the neurotransmitters production 
improving body coordination and emotional regulation avoiding 
extreme irritability and overreaction due to stress condition (73). 
Further study consistently examined the efficacy of equine assisted 
therapy (EAT) in improving adaptive and executive function in 
children with ASD (children attending EAT, n = 15, control group 
n = 13; inclusion criteria: IQ > 70). The results showed an improvement 
in social and executive functioning in the EAT group and a milder 
effect on motor skills (68, 74). However, the evidence for the positive 
effects of equine therapy on perceptual-motor, cognitive and 
functional skills is currently limited by unanimously positive results 
and many methodological weaknesses that make further research 
necessary (75).

Gut microbial dysbiosis in ASD and 
potential role of physical exercise

In the last years, the gut microbiota acquired an important asset 
for healthy status acquisition (76); as a consequence, it has been 
claimed as a contributor for the development of a large number of 
diseases (77–79). In particular, it has been established that gut-resident 
microbes and their metabolites can communicate with brain through 
the “gut-brain axis” (Figure 3); this network of bidirectional signals 
(involving the enteroendocrine system, metabolites, cytokines and 
neuroactive molecules) is crucial for the establishment of a correct 
gut-brain crosstalk and is able to regulate the development and 
functions of central nervous system through multiple mechanisms 
(80, 81). Thus, a perturbation of the gut microbiota (i.e., a dysbiosis) 
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may affect these processes and play a role in the development of 
central nervous system diseases, including ASD (82, 83). Identify ASD 
specific gut microbial alterations and the mechanisms through which 
they can contribute to autism may provide novel diagnostic/prognostic 
biomarkers and new target for the improve of new therapies.

To date, gut microbiota alterations have been described in ASD 
mice models and patients, prompting metagenomic studies as a new 
frontier in autism research. In this context, Sharon et al. offered a 
strong evidence of the link existing between gut microbial dysbiosis 
and autism, demonstrating that fecal microbiota transplantation from 
ASD children was able to induce ASD-like behavior in germ-free mice 
(84). In addition, they were also able to identify differentially abundant 
taxa (Clostridiaceae, Lactobacillales, Enterobacteriaceae, and 
Bacteroides), altered expression of ASD-related genes, and decreased 
concentration of 5-aminovaleric acid and taurine in the ASD respect 
to the control group (84). Taken together, their results support the 
hypothesis of a role of gut microbiota in ASD and highlight some 
molecular alterations suggesting possible underlying mechanisms.

An altered gut microbial composition has been reported also in 
autistic patients compared to neurotypical children even if, to date, no 
specific bacterial species have been found. This was due to the 
existence of variable and confounding factors, such as diet, age, 
gender, population, and autism severity (85). Despite this variability, 
a decreased Bacteroidetes/Firmicutes phyla ratio, due to a decrease in 
the relative abundance of Bacteroidetes has been frequently reported 
(86). As known, Bacteroidetes are involved in polysaccharide 
digestion; indeed abnormal carbohydrates’ digestion in ASD patients 
could be due to this alteration (87). Kang et al. observed a reduction 
trend of the abundance of the genera Prevotella, Coprococcus, and 

unclassified_Veillonellaceae (88). Since these genera are decreased also 
in intestinal diseases, they suppose that ASD-related gastrointestinal 
symptoms may be associated to this microbial balance (88). Another 
study reported an increased abundance of Clostridium bolteae and 
Clostridium cluster groups XVIII (87). The increase of Clostridia was 
mainly related to ASD severity and worsening of symptoms probably 
due to the production of a neurotoxin (85, 89). In particular, 
Alshammari et al. reported a significantly higher abundance in ASD 
children than in control subjects of the Clostridium perfringens: this 
taxon produces the beta2 toxin which is associated with 
gastrointestinal disorders, such as diarrhoea and food poisoning (89). 
According to this finding, other studies reported increased level of 
beta2 toxin in the faeces of ASD individuals respect to the controls 
(88, 90). A low abundance of the genus Akkermansia and an increased 
level of Desulfovibrio spp. have been also reported in ASD children 
(91). Notably, the genus Akkermansia is considered beneficial while 
the Desulfovibrio harmful, as it may worsen autistic behaviors and 
gastrointestinal disorders (92).

In addition to such bacterial perturbations, gut fungal dysbiosis 
has been also reported in ASD patients. In particular, Candida albicans, 
a bacteria that produces toxic molecules as ammonia and other are 
associated with autism-related behavior, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
were most represented in autistic children gut compared to healthy 
controls (93, 94). Conversely, Aspergillus versicolor was less represented 
in ASD patients suggesting a possible role in the pathogenesis of ASD 
indeed, in addition, S. cerevisiae can induce an TNF increase and IL-6 
production trough activation of TLR ligands (95, 96). Furthermore, the 
long-term antibiotic administration in ADS patients could be involved 
in gut microbial perturbation (97–99). It has been reported that the 

FIGURE 3

Interaction between gut and brain have potential role in regulation, development, and function of central nervous system. The gut resident bacteria 
and their metabolites interact with brain through a way called gut-brain axis and dysbiosis can contribute autism.
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massive use of antibiotics could affect gut homeostasis and the 
exposure during pregnancy was associated to risk of develop autism in 
the newborn. However, oral vancomycin treatment considerably 
improved ASD symptoms highlighting the need for further studies on 
large cohorts of ASD patients in order to address the complex 
relationship between antibiotic exposure, gut microbiota and ASD 
onset (97–99). Besides the identification of specific microbial dysbiosis 
associated with ASD, there is growing interest in understanding how 
these altered taxa may contribute to disease onset and/or development. 
Indeed, this may lead to the development of novel therapies aimed at 
the microbiota manipulation, and the finding of new diagnostic/
prognostic biomarkers. It has been established that dysbiosis, as 
previously described, can influence the gut barrier integrity, leading the 
“leaky gut” condition (81). In fact, an unfunctional gut barrier can 
increase the levels of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in the blood stimulating 
the immune responses trough cytokines production, such as 
interferon-gamma (IFN- γ), tumor necrosis factor (TNF-ɑ) and 
interleukin-1beta (IL-1β); these cytokines are able to cross the blood–
brain barrier (BBB), inducing systemic and CNS inflammation. In line 
with that, in ASD patient the serum levels of LPS were significantly 
increased. Furthermore, the LPS, through a lipoprotein transport 
mechanism, get to brain eliciting neural behavioral impairment, and 
neuroinflammation by triggering the Nuclear Factor Kappa B (NF-kB) 
signaling pathway (100, 101). In support of the “leaky gut” hypothesis, 
de Magistris et al. reported an altered gut permeability condition in 
36.7% of ASD individuals and in 21.1% of their first-degree relatives, 
while only 4.8% of ordinary people showed that condition (102). In 
previous studies, it has been observed a significant decrease in the 
mRNA levels of occludin and zonulin in male mice model of idiopathic 
autism (BTBR mice). Occludin and zonulin are the major intestinal 
permeability regulators involved with the maintenance of intestinal 
permeability (103, 104). Others studies described that the gut 
permeability in ASD patients was not change, demonstrating that the 
disruption of the intestinal barrier is not always a hallmark of autism, 
but it seem be involved in ASD children with intestinal disorders (105).

As mentioned above, the interest in defining an ASD specific gut 
dysbiosis is driven also by the opportunity to treat ASD patients and 
ameliorate their clinical signs by modifying their gut microbiota. In 
this context, it has been reported that physical exercise positively 
affects the gut microbiota composition (106) which in turn reduces 
inflammatory responses and modulates immune and endocrine 
functions of enteric nervous system. As well known, the enteric 
nervous system is a specific entity capable of regulating the intestinal 
functions of mobility, secretion and mucosal transport entirely 
autonomously from the CNS (107). Then, this type of system can 
really adapt to the gut microbiota alterations, modulating all immune 
responses as previously mentioned. Thus, it has been speculated that 
the positive effects of physical exercise in ASD are due to the 
modulation of gut microbiota composition (108), which in turn can 
improve different health aspects or alleviate symptoms in ASD 
patients. A recent review explored the effects of exercise to improve 
ASD patients’ behavior through gut microbiota modifications. They 
found that some taxa, i.e., Streptococcus, Bifidobacterium, Clostridium, 
Bacteroides, and Blautia, are modified during exercise and may 
influence the gut microbiota brain axis ameliorating ASD (109). 
Specifically, the relative abundance of Bacteroides genus was 
significantly enriched in many patients with ASD and several scientific 

works reported that exercise can reduce its relative abundance (109–
111). Studies have shown that high levels of Bacteroides affect 
children’s cognitive and language skills, and it is also related to the 
production of neurotransmitter GABA (112, 113). As well known, 
GABA is an amino acid neurotransmitter that functions as an 
important heterogeneous neurotransmitter in the central nervous 
system. Decreased relative abundance of Bacteroides can hamper 
pathogen invasion, reduce immune function, and promote immunity 
(114, 115). While Bifidobacterium has also been proven to be related 
to the production of GABA, its relative abundance in patients with 
ASD was found to be reduced, while some studies confirmed that 
physical training is able to increase its abundance. Clostridium 
perfringens was significantly increased in most of the studied autistic 
patients compared to the control subjects (116–118). Clostridium 
perfringens is a Gram-positive bacterium that has also been extensively 
studied in ASD because of its production of exotoxins and propionates, 
and surpisingly performing physical exercise is able to a decrease its 
abundance (114, 119, 120). Moreover, physical exercise has shown 
beneficial effects on ASD signs by ameliorating social interaction, 
motor skills, and communication, and reducing the severity of the 
disease (121). Plaza-Diaz et al. (108) reported in the Table 1 of their 
work an interesting list of different clinical effects related to types of 
physical activity, confirming the positive outcome of this 
non-pharmacological approach. To date, there is no clear reference for 
the intensity, frequency, and duration of exercise to positively perturb 
the gut microbiota composition and then exert all beneficial clinical 
effect previously described. Bonomini-Gnutzmann et  al. (122) 
published an interesting systematic review, in which several evidences 
support the idea that a moderate-intensity of physical exercises, with 
a duration of about 30 min performed for three times at week is 
sufficient to increase the levels of microbial diversity, intestinal 
metabolites and is useful most likely to reduce the severity of clinical 
signs in ASD patients. It is not surprising that a structured exercise 
program can exert several positive effects, considering that, WHO 
recommended physical activity for children in order to improve 
cognitive, mental and physical health outcomes in children and 
adolescents (53). Despite, the guidelines do not include evidence 
concerning ASD explicitly, it highlights the positive relationship 
between health status and physical activity in children and adolescents 
with general intellectual disability (108). Despite further studies are 
required to clarify these connections, these aspects deserve high 
attention for the potential perspective in ASD treatment.

Discussion

Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder that alters 
communication and social skills. There are currently no effective 
therapies for ASD and the most widely used interventional 
approaches are mostly behavioral and educational. Numerous studies 
have showed that physical activity not only allows for a healthy 
lifestyle but also shows positive effects on social interaction which 
facilitates language development and improves self-esteem (14). 
Among different sports activities, hydrotherapy stimulate several 
sensory pathways through water temperature modulation, weight 
relief and vestibular input (42). The properties of water support active 
movement, amelioration of circulation and the execution motor 
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skills. Aquatic activities also can improve social interaction and 
adaptive behaviors. The practice of karate stimulates the recovery of 
neurological capacities by increasing neuronal plasticity mediated by 
increasing of BDNF levels (57). In particular, the consequential rapid 
and controlled movements typical of karate, improve stereotypies, 
cognitive abilities and the communication deficit of children with 
ASD. Other exercise interventions, such as the minibasket, offers the 
possibility of practicing a group sport that harmonize their 
movements, improve their relationship skills and cognitive functions, 
allowing to channel energy into movements, and limiting the 
implementation of motor stereotypies (123). Furthermore, unlike 
other sports, in minibasket, the ball can be handled in various ways 
(hold in hand, pass, bounce, let slip, and fly) becoming a 
communication vehicle (124). Exercise interventions can 
be considered therapeutic tools indeed, Wang et al. (67) minibasket 
can be  used as a complementary intervention to relieve core 
symptoms of ASD and to improve executive function decreasing 
behavioral stereotypies in preschool children with ASD. Finally, 
equine therapy program can be useful to improve symptoms of ASD 
through positive effects on cognitive and functional skills. An animal-
assisted therapy correlates cognitive benefits to psychological and 
social aspect and was suggested as an effective treatment for ASD 
(72). The multisensory nature of therapeutic riding shows its 
stimulating effect directly associated with physical contact and the 
natural movement of the horse. Indeed, the act of horseback riding 
was perceived as a rewarding stimulus that represented higher levels 
of motivation and social commitment and furthermore the contact 
could encourage them to break away from their previous sedentary 
routine (125). The type of exercise is a determining variable, since the 
ability of an autistic patient to perform an exercise is a key factor 
influencing his integration into society. Several studies have shown 
that aerobic exercise has a significant improvement effect also because 
it increases the degree of contact with the outside world. Exercise 
load, such as quantity and intensity, is the most crucial factor during 
sports training (126, 127). In particular, the period and frequency of 
exercise significantly determine the effects of the exercise on the 
subject. From the point of view of the exercise period, an activity of 
more than 12 weeks represents a minimum time window to yield 
positive effects on ASD symptoms (127). From the point of view of 
the duration of the exercise, more than 60 min of activity allows to 
obtain a greater improvement. From the point of view of the 
frequency of the exercises, a beneficial effect can be seen with an 
activity carried out more than three times a week producing an effect 
(126, 127). The efficacy of all described treatments was mainly 
identified in cerebellar stimulation produced by social motivation, 
sedentary behaviors, and sensory stimulation. Moreover, it has been 
reported that physical exercise positively affects the gut microbiota 
brain axis ameliorating ASD. Furthermore, exercise has been reported 
to positively affect the gut microbiota brain axis by improving some 

aspects in autistic subjects (108). Furthermore, physical activity 
modifies the intestine microbiome leading beneficial and anti-
inflammatory effects. Changes in the gut microbiota diversity and 
composition can translate into a reduction in inflammation and 
gastrointestinal symptoms as well as the modification of hundreds of 
metabolites (128).

The use of therapies based on physical activity in children with 
ASD would make it possible to stimulate different areas of the brain 
through external stimuli by acting on cognitive, behavioral and motor 
skills. In addition, these therapies act on the composition of the 
microbiome by modulating gastrointestinal symptoms and improving 
their quality of life with the reduction of the risk of developing 
systemic comorbidities such as obesity, gastrointestinal disorders and 
heart disease. Therefore, exercise represents an interesting 
non-pharmacological therapy for ASD. Despite the benefic effect of 
exercise and animal interaction the autism spectrum affection was 
complex and further studies are required to clarify the intricate 
connection between body and mind.
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